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Unlike for other problems, su h as the traveling salesman
problem, no widely a epted en odings for the vehi le routing problem
have been developed yet. In this work, we examine dierent en odings
and operations for vehi le routing problems. We show, how dierent enodings an be ombined in one algorithm run and ompare the individual en odings in terms of runtime and solution quality. Based on those
results, we perform extensive test ases on dierent ben hmark instan es
and show how the ombination of dierent en odings and operations an
be bene ial and provide a balan e between solution quality and runtime.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

The vehi le routing problem (VRP) is a lass of problems that frequently o urs
in the eld of transportation logisti s. The original formulation of the problem
has been dened in the late 1950ies and onsists of a eet of vehi les serving a set
of ustomers with a ertain demand from a single depot. Sin e then, many diverse
variants of vehi le routing problems have been studied in the literature (for a
taxonomi review see for example [6℄) and many dierent solution strategies
have been followed. Metaheuristi s are frequently used to generate feasible and
near-optimal solutions for large s ale instan es. For an overview of dierent
metaheuristi s for the VRP see for example [5℄ or [4℄.
Among other te hniques, su h as tabu sear h (TS) or variable neighborhood
sear h (VNS), geneti algorithms (GA) have been used su essfully to ta kle
large problem instan es. However, unlike for other problems su h as the traveling
salesman problem (TSP), no standard en odings for VRPs have been established
yet. In [2℄ several interesting en odings are identied whi h will be examined in
this work. These dierent en odings, and ombinations of them, are tested on
several ben hmark instan es and ompared to ea h other in terms of runtime
and in terms of solution quality.
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Geneti En odings

As stated earlier, several interesting geneti en odings identied by [2℄ are examined in this work. All these en odings have been used in onjun tion with
dierent GA variants, to solve VRP ben hmark instan es by the orresponding
authors and are outlined briey in the following.
The operations des ribed by Potvin [8℄ operate dire tly on the tours, are
spe i to the VRP and are tested using a standard GA and apa itated vehi le
routing problem instan es with time windows (CVRPTW).
Similar to that, the generi vehi le routing (GVR) on ept proposed by
Pereira [7℄ also en odes the tours dire tly and provides spe i rossover and
mutation operations, however in addition to that uses a repair fun tion to avoid
overload on the tours. Several apa itated problem instan es (CVRP) are solved
using a GA.
The en oding proposed by Prins [9℄ is based on a permutation en oding
without trip delimiters in onjun tion with standard permutation operations.
It is based on a route-rst, luster se ond approa h. The individual tours are
determined using a spe i split-pro edure. Several CVRP instan es are solved
using a hybrid GA whi h is ombined with lo al sear h mutation operations.
A permutation en oding without trip delimiters is also used by Zhu [13℄.
Spe i rossover operations are used in onjun tion with standard permutation operations. Multiple CVRPTW instan es are solved by using a hybrid GA
variant whi h is ombined with hill limbing.
In ontrast to that, Alba [3℄ uses a permutation en oding with trip delimiters
and thus en odes the individual tours dire tly. Standard permutation operations
are applied and several apa itated problem instan es (CVRP) are solved using
a ellular GA.
For all those en odings, the authors propose dierent operations suitable for
the respe tive representation.
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Analysis

We have implemented the dierent operations for the individual en odings in the
Heuristi Lab optimization environment [12℄ (http://dev.heuristi lab. om).
Based on this implementation, we have ompared the individual operations in
terms of the solution quality of the produ ed ospring and also in terms of
runtime. The detailed des ription of the individual operations an be found in
the referen ed literature listed in Se tion 2
3.1

Su

ess Analysis

To analyze the su ess of the individual operations during an algorithm run,
the ospring sele tion algorithm (OSGA) as proposed by [1℄ is used. The OSGA
introdu es a new generi s heme after reprodu tion whi h ensures that relevant
geneti information is not lost during the sear h pro ess e.g. due to bad operation

design. This sele tion step dis ards hildren that are not better than their parents
and only preserves the su essful ospring.
This ratio between the ount of the unsu essful and the su essful ospring has been analyzed for ea h operation by performing multiple independent
test runs on dierent problem instan es, namely the Taillard385, Taillard150a,
Solomon R211 and Solomon RC208 instan es as proposed by Taillard [11℄ and
Solomon [10℄. As parameter settings of the OSGA, a population size of 1,000
was used, with 10,000,000 maximum evaluated solutions, proportional sele tion
and a su ess ration and omparison fa tor of 1.

Fig. 1.

Relative su ess of rossover operations

Figure 1 illustrates the relative operation su ess of the dierent rossover
operations, Figure 2 the su ess of the examined mutation operations. The prex
of the operation denotes the respe tive en oding (Alba, GVR, Potvin, Prins and
Zhu). All su ess ratios are normalized a ording to the su ess of the best
operation.

Fig. 2.

3.2

Relative su ess of mutation operations

Runtime Analysis

When omparing the performan e of the individual operations, it is also interesting to examine their runtime. To examine the runtime of the operations, a
population of 1,000 individuals has been initialized randomly for the Taillard385
instan e and ea h of the operations has been applied to this population. If an
en oding in ludes a repair fun tion, it is in luded in the runtime analysis as well.
Figure 3 ompares the runtime of the implemented rossover operations, and
Figure 4 illustrates the runtime of the individual mutation operations. All values
have been normalized a ording to the runtime of the most time- onsuming
operation.

Fig. 3.

Runtime of rossover operations

Fig. 4.

Runtime of mutation operations

Basi ally it an be stated, that operations designed spe i ally for the VRP
(su h as the operations proposed by Potvin) outperform the other operations,
however they are also quite runtime onsuming. Other operations that are based
on existing default representations (su h as the operations that operate on permutations) and are not designed spe i ally for the VRP are quite runtime
e ient and an be implemented easily in existing frameworks, however they
are not able to produ e omparably good results.
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Results

The results of the operation analysis show that some operations are able to
produ e good ospring throughout the sear h pro ess, however are very runtime
onsuming. Other operations are quite e ient in terms of runtime, however
they produ e less su essful ospring. Thus, by ombining dierent en odings
and operations in one algorithm run, one an a hieve a balan e between solution
quality and runtime.
Dierent genotypes an be ombined in one single algorithm run, by providing
a onversion fun tionality for ea h en oding. If an operation is exe uted on an
individual whi h is represented in a dierent en oding, the routes are extra ted
from that individual and then onverted to the respe tive en oding. In other
words, ea h individual an be onverted from its genotype to its phenotype and
then be onverted ba k to another genotype.
To a hieve a balan e between runtime and solution quality, the individual
operations are ombined and exe uted with a probability proportional to their
su ess. This probability is based on the results of the operation su ess analysis
presented in Se tion 3.
To test our approa h, we ompared the ombination of dierent en odings
to an algorithm only using the best en oding in terms of solution quality identied in our analysis, namely the en oding proposed by Potvin. We exe uted
10 independent test runs on the extended Solomon ben hmark instan es with
200 ustomers1 using an OSGA with a population size of 100, a omparison
fa tor and su ess ratio of 1, a mutation probability of 10% and a maximum of
3,000,000 evaluated solutions.
The results are listed in Table 1 and indi ate, that using a ombination
of dierent en odings, a speedup of 1.52 an be a hieved while maintaining a
omparable solution quality (0.2% worse).
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Con lusion

Con luding, we have examined dierent interesting en odings and operations
for the VRP that have been previously proposed in the literature in terms of
solution quality and runtime. Some en odings are designed spe i ally for the
VRP and apply omplex heuristi s in their operations or apply spe i repair
fun tions and an thus onstantly produ e su essful ospring. Other operations
are based on standard representations (su h as the permutation representation),
apply generi problem-independent operations and an thus be integrated easily
into existing frameworks and require less runtime.
To balan e runtime and solution quality, we ombined dierent en odings in
one single algorithm run and tested our approa h on several large-s ale ben hmark instan es. The exe ution probability of the individual operations is based
the relative su ess identied in a su ess analysis we performed in this work.
1

http://www.fernuni-hagen.de/WINF/touren/inhalte/probinst.htm

Table 1.

Instan e
C121
C122
C123
C124
C125
C126
C127
C128
C129
C1210
R121
R122
R123
R124
R125
R126
R127
R128
R129
R1210
RC121
RC122
RC123
RC124
RC125
RC126
RC127
RC128
RC129
RC1210

Test runs

Potvin En oding

Multiple En odings

Distan e
2708.619832
2703.480206
2715.62376
2709.707198
2725.407901
2721.47175
2723.28039
2714.775288
2713.073696
2706.428582
4812.901954
4078.221774
3488.101078
3221.410561
4242.133204
3761.25046
3319.105583
3116.862251
3943.073464
3517.606513
3618.423861
3354.955299
3157.009295
2997.736948
3505.777025
3496.010864
3367.516003
3254.704917
3222.971162
3129.302473

Distan e
2706.730453
2701.937712
2699.171919
2694.025678
2720.501962
2708.945979
2744.924038
2729.621202
2726.745322
2718.962129
4820.493169
4113.581515
3547.343408
3231.882271
4235.020105
3716.745634
3323.783617
3159.575218
3971.118208
3521.048604
3624.986628
3359.678325
3163.744872
3011.080543
3504.913716
3495.618001
3338.838531
3258.787123
3258.071847
3154.434277

Time
00:26:32.67
00:53:19.64
01:21:18.83
02:42:26.62
00:39:11.17
00:41:08.02
01:03:03.47
01:13:48.18
01:44:00.13
01:50:40.06
01:02:08.40
01:34:44.27
01:42:58.26
04:40:23.62
01:26:28.67
01:55:54.58
02:29:55.44
05:15:31.78
01:46:09.28
02:11:44.99
01:08:24.96
01:34:52.82
02:15:44.18
02:54:10.46
01:21:10.33
01:06:03.08
01:40:11.36
01:47:19.10
01:46:15.59
02:06:15.80

Average 3258.231443 01:48:43.86 3265.4104

Time
00:14:45.47
00:33:51.37
00:59:48.40
01:36:21.10
00:18:34.38
00:29:53.61
00:34:17.87
00:43:24.98
01:00:58.27
01:15:44.51
00:41:26.62
01:23:50.64
01:05:30.06
02:51:04.99
01:02:48.69
01:41:09.48
01:42:19.46
02:14:40.41
01:00:52.79
01:36:19.83
00:52:22.82
01:05:42.69
01:33:08.76
02:10:37.18
00:59:06.77
00:52:02.60
01:08:15.40
01:21:13.44
01:06:18.05
01:41:13.88
01:11:55.48

In the future, additional resear h ould be performed in the dire tion of
self-steering parameter tuning. This means, that the exe ution probability is
adapted dynami ally based on the operator su ess in the urrent stage of the
sear h pro ess and not set stati ally as in our approa h. Additionally, it would
be interesting to examine the dierent en odings and operations using tness
lands ape analysis te hniques.
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